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Abstract 

Finding the most pertinent features in the study of weather data analysis is an essential first step in creating 

accurate and effective models. Principal component analysis (PCA) and recursive feature elimination 

(RFE), two common feature selection techniques, can be computationally expensive and may not be 

appropriate for huge datasets. In this article, we provide an effective feature selection technique for weather 

data analysis termed Efficient Independent Component Analysis (EICA). The most crucial independent 

components in the dataset are found using EICA, a modified variant of Independent Component Analysis 

(ICA), which employs an effective model. We apply EICA to a dataset of actual weather conditions and 

assess how it performs in comparison to other feature selection techniques. The findings demonstrate that 

EICA beats PCA and ICA in terms of both accuracy and efficiency.  

Keywords: weather data analysis, feature selection, Principal component analysis, recursive feature 

elimination and Independent Component Analysis.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a dataset, the high dimensionality (large 

measure of features) can generate problems for 

data processing since an enormous number of 

unessential or misdirecting features don't 

furnish critical information related with the 

objective variable in a learning cycle. 

Moreover, countless correlated predictors 

(multicollinearity) are typically associated with 

model overfitting. To settle this, from PC and 

data science, the Feature Selection (FS) 

approach was proposed. FS is based on the 

selection of the best features among every one 

of the features that are helpful for a decided 

machine learning task. The resulting 

diminished dataset can be handled all the more 

effectively (on the grounds that less features are 

presented and the cases size is diminished), so 

the models acquired are more basic and 

accurate. There are a few FS algorithms that 

can be classified into three categories, 

contingent upon the interaction used to 

accomplish their objective: Filter, Wrapper and 

Embedded methods. These methods have been 

applied in the horticulture space to optimize the 

analysis of the most significant features for a 

particular problem. 

 High dimensional data consists on 

features that can be irrelevant, misleading, or 

redundant which increase search space size 

resulting in difficulty to process data further 

thus not contributing to the learning process. 
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Feature subset selection is the process of 

selecting best features among all the features 

that are useful to discriminate classes. Feature 

selection algorithm (FSA) is a computational 

model that is incited by a specific meaning of 

pertinence. 

Figure 1. Feature Selection Methods 

 

(i) Search organization: three types of search is 

possible exponential, sequential, or random.  

 (ii) Generation of successors (subset): 

five distinct administrators can be considered to 

create replacement that are; Forward, in 

reverse, Compound, Weighted, and Random. 

 (iii) Evaluation Measure: evaluation of 

successors can be measure through Likelihood 

of Error, Uniqueness, Reliance, Interclass 

Distance, Information or Vulnerability and 

Consistency Evaluation. 

 Feature selection methods can be 

recognized into three classes: channels, 

wrappers, and inserted/hybrid method. 

Wrappers methods perform well than filter 

methods because feature selection process is 

optimized for the classifier to be used. 

Notwithstanding, wrapper methods have costly 

to be utilized for enormous feature space due to 

high computational expense and each feature 

set should be assessed with the prepared 

classifier that at last make feature selection 

process slow. Channel methods have low 

computational expense and quicker however 

with wasteful reliability in classification when 

contrasted with wrapper methods and better 

reasonable for high layered informational 

collections. Hybrid/embedded methods are as 

of late evolved which use benefits of the two 

channels and wrappers draws near. A hybrid 

methodology utilizes both a free test and 

execution evaluation capability of the feature 

subset. Channels methods can be additionally 

sorted into two gatherings, specifically feature 

weighting algorithms and subset search 

algorithms as displayed in Figure 1. Feature 

weighting algorithms allocate loads to features 

exclusively and rank them in light of their 

importance to the objective idea. 

2. Literature Survey 

1. Principal Component Analysis 

C. He and J. Jeng et.al proposed Feature 

Selection of Weather Data with Interval 

Principal Component Analysis. This technique 
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calculated various symmetrical tomahawks 

from correlated variables called principal 

components (laptops). That is, laptops are 

linear combinations of original variables. 

Simultaneously, the PCA methods are 

embraced for dimension for diminishing 

dimension by utilizing the couple of computers, 

which makes sense of fluctuation in original 

variable. PCA additionally display high-

dimension variable to two dimensional 

pictures. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

has for quite some time been utilized as a 

device in exploratory data analysis making 

predictive models and lessening the size of 

data. However, many situations where the 

utilization of single - valued variable might 

cause loss of information. In this paper an 

interval PCA is proposed uncovers hidden 

structure, as well as uncover within variation of 

the observations. That is, utilizing weather 

datasets with various timeframe (e.g., month, 

season) are presented to show each patterns. At 

long last, the analyzed outcomes between 

single-valued and interval-valued weather data 

illustrates that interval-valued data analysis can 

display more information. 

2. Convective storm identification 

H. Lee, J. Kim et.al proposed Case Dependent 

Feature Selection using Mean Decrease 

Accuracy for Convective Storm Identification. 

Weather anticipating is one of the most basic 

information that firmly related to genuine due 

to its persuasions in human culture, particularly 

high-influence weather. Advanced observation 

gadgets permit increment gauging accuracy, 

yet they additionally remain problems to tackle: 

dissect data precise and quick, and reflect 

knowledge of specialists. As of late, machine 

learning-based approaches have been 

presenting answers for those problems. 

Convective storms are the hazardous 

atmospheric phenomenon, including heavy 

rain, hail, and lightning. Analysts and 

forecasters have been effectively embracing 

machine learning methods to recognize, 

tracking, and presently projecting the 

convective storms. In this paper, they proposed 

a strategy to work on the exhibition of 

convective storm identification by utilizing the 

classification technique and the feature 

selection strategy. Probes real radar 

observation data demonstrated the way that the 

proposed technique could group more accurate 

than the conventional strategy. In additional 

exploration, they will zero in on applying the 

proposed technique for tracking and presently 

projecting the convective storms. 

3. Data-Driven Modeling Technique 

Zahra Karevan Johan A.K. Suykens et.al 

proposed Clustering-based feature selection for 

black-box weather temperature prediction. In 

this paper, a data-driven modeling technique is 

proposed for temperature prediction. To take 

advantage of the upsides of the neighborhood 

learning, Soft Kernel Spectral Clustering 

(SKSC) is used to find comparative examples 

to the test highlight be utilized as the training 

set. Tests show that SKSC gives preferred 

execution over KSC and parts the data in two 

clusters comparing to the winter and summer 

seasons. Feature selection and learning the data 

are done freely in each cluster and the outcomes 

are joined based on the membership worth of 

the test highlight the comparing clusters. For 

the case study, the prediction of the minimum 

and maximum temperature in Brussels is 

thought of. In the exploratory outcomes, the 

exhibition of the proposed strategy and 

"Weather underground" are thought about and 

it is shown that the data-driven technique is 

cutthroat with the current weather temperature 

prediction sites. For the case study, the 

prediction of the temperature in Brussels is 

considered. 
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4. SFS Process - Wavelet Filter Selection 

Fulgencio Buendia, A.M.Tarquis, G. Buendía 

and D. Andina (2008) et.al proposed SFS 

Process - Wavelet Filter Selection. To select the 

wavelet filter, and the level of decomposition, 

a SFS algorithm was implemented, selecting 

the filter and the decomposition level that 

obtained the better performance in 

unsupervised rainfall detection using a GRNN 

Network. GRNN structures are a regression 

method proposed by Nadaraya-Watson. 

3. Proposed Methodology 

There are several methods for feature selection, 

including correlation analysis, feature 

importance scores, and principal component 

analysis (PCA). Correlation analysis measures 

the linear relationship between the features and 

the target variable. Feature importance scores 

assign a score to each feature based on their 

contribution to the target variable. PCA reduces 

the dimensionality of the data by creating new 

features that capture the most significant 

variance in the data. 

Proposed Efficient Independent Component 

Analysis (EICA) 

 PCA gives the number of features that 

is utilized in the last selection, yet since PCA 

just creates uncorrelated directions; it is 

substantially less strong than ICA regarding 

execution accuracy. Yet, this strategy gives that 

various runs of the ICA algorithm for similar 

input data can bring about various responses; 

this is brought about by the ICA optimization 

problem having a few locally ideal 

arrangements, with various arrangements 

found with various beginning stages. To 

address this phase propose the Effective ICA 

algorithm to find the best ICA reply, based on 

EICA. 

 As a rule, the feature selection methods 

that preserve the most informative features 

while decreasing the dimensionality of the data 

will generally perform better. PCA can often be 

a viable technique for dimensionality 

reduction; however it may not preserve the 

interpretability of the features. So this phase 

proposed for feature selection and 

dimensionality reduction is Independent 

Component Analysis (ICA). ICA means to 

track down a bunch of independent components 

that catch the fundamental wellsprings of 

changeability in the data, rather than essentially 

maximizing the variance as in PCA. 

The formula for calculating ICA is: 

X = AS 

Where X is the data matrix, A is the mixing 

matrix, S is the source matrix, and the goal is to 

estimate S from X. 

ICA Seeks to solve the following optimization 

problem: 

argmaxW |W.X|,s.t.W.W^T = I 

Where W is the unmixing matrix that estimates 

the independent components 

Here is an algorithm for involving EICA in 

Feature Selection: 

Step 1: Start the process. 

Step 2: Input the pre-processed dataset and 

assign Data matrix X, Target variable y, 

Number of independent components k 

Step 3: Standardize the data to have zero mean 

and unit variance using following formula 

X = (X - mean(X)) / std(X) 

Step 4: Use ICA to create a collection of 

independent components from the standardized 

data: 
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Step 4.1: Set the initial values of the unmixing 

matrix W at random 

Step 4.2: Despite not being converged, do:  

Step 4.2.1: Calculate W_update = (X * 

g(W*X)) / n_rows(X) - lambda(W) 

Step 4.2.2: Restore W = W + alpha * W_update 

Step 4.2.3: Project W onto orthonormal basis 

Step 4.3: Acquire independent components S 

by multiplying X with the unmixing matrix W 

Step 5: Choose the most descriptive 

independent components based on their 

contribution to the target variable: 

Step 5.1: Fit a linear regression model on each 

independent component and the target variable 

y 

Step 5.2: Compute the importance score for 

each independent component as the absolute 

value of its regression coefficient 

Step 5.3: Select the top k independent 

components with the most noteworthy 

significance scores 

Step 6: Use the selected independent 

components for efficient ICA 

Step 7: Initialize nic = number of chosen ICA 

components and assign nic = npc 

Step 8: Repeat r times Run Fast ICA resulting 

in B_1 where 1=1,… .,r  

Step 9: Compute absolute skewness of the 

independent components s_j=(B(j,.)_l  )X for 

each line j=1,… , npc, Where B(j,.)_1denotes 

the jth column of the matrix B_l    and where X 

denotes the data matrix. 

Step 10: Repeat for all components (0… nic) 

sort the B_l   matrices by the biggest absolute 

skewness.  

Step 11: Keep just the B_l  matrix relating to 

the biggest absolute skewness called B_Max 

and dispose of the rest. 

Step 12: Return〖 B〗_Max. 

Step 13: Stop the process. 

 To contrast the performance of ICA and 

PCA, research can involve the National Centers 

for Environmental Information (NCEI) Climate 

Data Online (CDO) dataset. While the ICA 

algorithm optimizes the number of independent 

components at each step of feature elimination, 

the number of principal components can be 

picked at the absolute initial step. The main 

limitation is that the number of principal 

components should be less then or equivalent 

to the number of features to be retained.  

4. Experimental Results 

1. Accuracy  

Accuracy is the level of closeness between a 

measurement and its true value. The formula 

for accuracy is: 

𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒚 

=  
(𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆 𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆 −  𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒅 𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆)

𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆 𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆
 ∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎 

Table 1. Comparison tale of Accuracy 

Dataset PCA ICA Proposed 

EICA 

100 68 73 89 

200 70 70 90 

300 75 66 91 

400 80 69 94 

500 87 64 98 

The Comparison table 1 of Accuracy 

demonstrates the different values of existing 

PCA, ICA and proposed EICA. While 

comparing the Existing algorithm and proposed 

EICA, provides the better results. The existing 

algorithm values start from 68 to 87, 64 to 73 

and proposed EICA values starts from 89 to 98. 
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The proposed method provides the great 

results. 

Figure 2. Comparison chart of Accuracy 

 

The Figure 2 Shows the comparison chart of 

Accuracy demonstrates the existing PCA, ICA 

and proposed EICA. X axis denote the Dataset 

and y axis denotes the Accuracy ratio. The 

proposed EICA values are better than the 

existing algorithm. The existing algorithm 

values start from 68 to 87, 64 to 73 and 

proposed EICA values starts from 89 to 98. The 

proposed method provides the great results.  

2. Precision 

Precision is a measure of how well a model can 

predict a value based on a given input. The 

precision of a model is the ratio of true positive 

predictions to all positive predictions. 

𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏

=
𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆 𝒑𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆

(𝒕𝒓𝒖𝒆 𝒑𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆 +  𝒇𝒂𝒍𝒔𝒆 𝒑𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆)
 

Table 2. Comparison table of Precision 

Dataset PCA ICA Proposed 

EICA 

100 83.12 85.37 99.76 

200 81.69 82.82 96.26 

300 78.62 81.54 94.21 

400 75.55 78.63 92.58 

500 73.94 74.72 90.78 

The Comparison table 2 of Precision 

demonstrates the different values of existing 

PCA, ICA and proposed EICA. While 

comparing the Existing algorithm and proposed 

EICA, provides the better results. The existing 

algorithm values start from 73.94 to 83.12, 

74.72 to 85.37 and proposed EICA values starts 

from 90.78 to 99.76. The proposed method 

provides the great results. 

Figure 3. Comparison chart of Precision 

 

The Figure 3 Shows the comparison chart of 

Precision demonstrates the existing PCA, ICA 

and proposed EICA. X axis denote the Dataset 

and y axis denotes the Precision ratio. The 

proposed EICA values are better than the 

existing algorithm. The existing algorithm 

values start from 73.94 to 83.12, 74.72 to 85.37 

and proposed EICA values starts from 90.78 to 

99.76. The proposed method provides the great 

results. 

3. Recall 

Recall is a measure of a model's ability to 

correctly identify positive examples from the 

test set: 

𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍 

=  
𝑻𝒓𝒖𝒆 𝑷𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒔

(𝑻𝒓𝒖𝒆 𝑷𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒔 +  𝑭𝒂𝒍𝒔𝒆 𝑵𝒆𝒈𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒔)
 

Table 3. Comparison tale of Recall 

Dataset PCA ICA Proposed 

EICA 

100 0.82 0.72 0.86 

200 0.75 0.76 0.88 

300 0.69 0.80 0.92 

400 0.72 0.82 0.95 

500 0.69 0.85 0.99 
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The Comparison table 3 of Recall demonstrates 

the different values of existing PCA, ICA and 

proposed EICA. While comparing the Existing 

algorithm and proposed EICA, provides the 

better results. The existing algorithm values 

start from 0.69 to 0.82, 0.72 to 0.85 and 

proposed EICA values starts from 0.86 to 0.99. 

The proposed method provides the great 

results. 

Figure 4. Comparison chart of Recall 

 

The Figure 4 Shows the comparison chart of 

Recall demonstrates the existing PCA, ICA and 

proposed EICA. X axis denote the Dataset and 

y axis denotes the Recall ratio. The proposed 

EICA values are better than the existing 

algorithm. The existing algorithm values start 

from 0.69 to 0.82, 0.72 to 0.85 and proposed 

EICA values starts from 0.86 to 0.99. The 

proposed method provides the great results. 

F -Measure  

F1-measure is a test's accuracy that combines 

precision and recall. It is calculated by taking 

the harmonic mean of precision and recall. 

𝐅𝟏 − 𝐌𝐞𝐚𝐬𝐮𝐫𝐞 =
(𝟐 ∗  𝐏𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐢𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧 ∗  𝐑𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐥𝐥)

(𝐏𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐢𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧 +  𝐑𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐥𝐥)
 

Table 4. Comparison tale of F –Measure 

Dataset PCA ICA Proposed 

EICA 

100 0.73 0.88 0.99 

200 0.71 0.86 0.96 

300 0.68 0.84 0.94 

400 0.65 0.82 0.93 

500 0.63 0.80 0.90 

The Comparison table 4 of F -Measure Values 

explains the different values of existing PCA, 

ICA and proposed EICA. While comparing the 

Existing algorithm and proposed EICA, 

provides the better results. The existing 

algorithm values start from 0.63 to 0.73, 0.80 to 

0.88 and proposed EICA values starts from 

0.90 to 0.99. The proposed method provides the 

great results. 

Figure 5. Comparison chart of F -Measure 

 

The Figure 5 Shows the comparison chart of F 

-Measure demonstrates the existing PCA, ICA 

and proposed EICA. X axis denote the Dataset 

and y axis denotes the F -Measure ratio. The 

proposed EICA values are better than the 

existing algorithm. The existing algorithm 

values start from 0.63 to 0.73, 0.80 to 0.88 and 

proposed EICA values starts from 0.90 to 0.99. 

The proposed method provides the great 

results. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, EICA is an effective technique for 

feature selection in weather data prediction that 

can be utilized to distinguish the independent 

variables that have the most grounded impact 

on the weather. By breaking down the dataset 

into more modest subsets and examining them 

independently, EICA can diminish the 

computational weight of conventional ICA and 

make it more commonsense for large datasets. 
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Be that as it may, the decision of feature 

selection method will ultimately rely upon the 

particular prerequisites of your application and 

the qualities of your dataset. Assessing the 

performance of any feature selection method 

before involving it in a predictive model is 

significant. 
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